**Software Engineer – Student position**

PTC Israel is looking for a **part time SW developer** to our Haifa development center.

Working in the 3D CAD group to help elevate capabilities of our world class Creo product suite.

**Basic Qualifications:**

BSc student 5th semester and up (can and actually preferable graduate) GPA 85+ available to work for at least 25 hours a week.

Strong and proven proficiency and experience in C++

Quick self-learner, great technical communication skills

**Advantages:**

Knowledge in Computational Geometry.

3D graphics.

Experience with data conversion, data marshalling.

**Kindly send your CV & Grade sheet to:** [ptc.59.F0A@applynow.io](mailto:ptc.59.F0A@applynow.io)

**PTC** (NASDAQ: PTC) is a global technology provider of the leading IoT and AR platform and field-proven solutions transform how companies create, operate, and service products.

PTC has the most robust Internet of Things technology in the world. In 1986 we revolutionized digital 3D design, and in 1998 we were first to market with Internet-based PLM. Now our leading IoT and AR platform and field-proven solutions bring together the physical and digital worlds to reinvent the way you create, manufacture, operate, and service products. With PTC, global manufacturers and an ecosystem of partners and developers can capitalize on the promise of the IoT today and drive the future of innovation.

Constantly growing, **PTC Israel** proud to have hundreds of talented employees, focused on software development, QA, documentation, product definition and product management, in three locations in Israel.

Opened in November 1991, PTC Israel is one of PTC’s leading R&D offices. We take active role in developing most strategic PTC solutions and platforms.